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Nanoscale topographical control of capillary
assembly of nanoparticles
Valentin Flauraud1, Massimo Mastrangeli2†, Gabriel D. Bernasconi3, Jeremy Butet3,
Duncan T. L. Alexander4, Elmira Shahrabi1†, Olivier J. F. Martin3 and Juergen Brugger5*
Predetermined and selective placement of nanoparticles onto large-area substrates with nanometre-scale precision is
essential to harness the unique properties of nanoparticle assemblies, in particular for functional optical and electrooptical nanodevices. Unfortunately, such high spatial organization is currently beyond the reach of top-down
nanofabrication techniques alone. Here, we demonstrate that topographic features comprising lithographed funnelled traps
and auxiliary sidewalls on a solid substrate can deterministically direct the capillary assembly of Au nanorods to attain
simultaneous control of position, orientation and interparticle distance at the nanometre level. We report up to 100%
assembly yield over centimetre-scale substrates. We achieve this by optimizing the three sequential stages of capillary
nanoparticle assembly: insertion of nanorods into the traps, resilience against the receding suspension front and drying of
the residual solvent. Finally, using electron energy-loss spectroscopy we characterize the spectral response and near-ﬁeld
properties of spatially programmable Au nanorod dimers, highlighting the opportunities for precise tunability of the
plasmonic modes in larger assemblies.

T

he design of nanoparticle clusters and their deterministic
spatial arrangement are core opportunities1 as well as challenges2 for nanotechnology. Nanofabrication by thin-ﬁlm
deposition, lithography and etching often produces nanostructures
with grains and defects, which reduces their structural quality. In
contrast, bottom-up assembly harnesses the superior and unique
physico-chemical properties of semiconductor nanowires3, carbon
nanotubes4, nanodiamonds5 and colloidal quantum dots6, as well
as metallic nanoparticles with tailored composition7, geometry8
and functionalization9,10. In particular, single-crystal and geometrically perfect metallic colloids are excellent building blocks for
low-loss11 and strongly coupled plasmonic systems12. Fabrication
approaches using DNA13 as both a linker and scaffold have demonstrated ångström-level accuracy in self-assembling clusters of
molecules14 and nanoparticles15–17. Yet building functional devices
with a precise architecture additionally requires such a high
degree of organization to be reconciled with a correspondingly accurate spatial placement of the nanocomponents over large areas18.
Capillary assembly of nanoparticles19,20 may represent an effective
technique for this purpose21. Capillary assembly achieves selective
delivery of individual nanoparticles into suitable target sites when
performed on substrates templated through topographical patterning and surface-chemical conditioning (Fig. 1)22,23. Thereby, capillary assembly of nanoparticles combines the complementary
advantages of the chemical synthesis of nanoparticles2,15 with
those of top-down nanofabrication, ideal for the precise deﬁnition
of topographic features arbitrarily distributed over large surfaces.
Capillary assembly of colloids is attracting increasing attention24
and has witnessed several variations25–27 and extensions28,29. Yet, in
spite of recent relevant insights30,31, complete understanding of the
dynamics and the parametric dependence of its performance is still

elusive. Here, we identify and investigate three distinct sequential
stages in the dynamics of the capillary assembly of nanoparticles—
namely insertion, resilience and drying—that encompass the
trajectory of single nanoparticles from the initial colloidal suspension to the ﬁnal placement onto topographical substrates. We
demonstrate that each stage signiﬁcantly and distinctively affects
the cumulative yield of the assembly process, and have designed
effective traps geometrically tailored in all three dimensions to
achieve an optimal assembly performance.

Sequential stages of capillary assembly of nanoparticles
In the capillary assembly of nanoparticles, high assembly yield is
correlated to dense nanoparticle packing in the accumulation
zone (Fig. 1)22. Dense packing drastically quenches the Brownian
motion of the nanoparticles, increasing the probability of nanoparticle sequestration into topographical traps. Deprived of
thermal positional ﬂuctuations, the nanoparticles in the accumulation zone are dragged across the underlying substrates exclusively
by the receding motion of the triple contact line. For the Au nanorods used in this work (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 1), anisotropic domains with smectic order extending over thousands of
nanorods are visible from the surface of the accumulation zone
(Supplementary Fig. 2a–e)30. Within the accumulation zone, multiple microscopic domains with short-range order are formed in a
few nanorod monolayers adjacent to the substrate surface
(Supplementary Fig. 2c,f ). Each domain contains on average a few
tens of uniformly aligned nanorods, and the domains span the
entire range of orientations (Supplementary Fig. 3). The domains
of nanorods in contact with the substrate prompt a new interpretation of prior experimental observations—speciﬁcally, the increase
of assembly yield reported for an increased extension of the
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Figure 1 | Schematic of the capillary assembly of nanoparticles onto topographical traps of a low-wetting substrate (dimensions not to scale).
A controlled volume of colloidal solution is conﬁned24 between a patterned, low-wetting target substrate and a top plate set in relative sliding motion23.
The colloidal suspension pins at the edge of the plate and is pulled across the templated substrate. Solvent evaporation from the receding solvent/vapour
interface, which can be accelerated by substrate heating, induces a convective ﬂow that drags nanoparticles from the bulk to the surface of the suspension51.
The ﬂow produces a dense accumulation of nanoparticles in the wedge-shaped region adjacent to the receding contact line (Supplementary Fig. 2a,b)
and sustains the accumulation against nanoparticle back diffusion23. Steady-state nanoparticle accumulation is a function of the properties of the colloidal
solution, surface tension, surfactant concentration and interparticle interactions38. The receding contact line drags the accumulation zone across the
substrate, and the nanoparticles exit the colloidal meniscus to selectively ﬁll shape-matching recessed traps, as shown in the inset. The three sequential
stages of capillary assembly are illustrated from left to right: nanoparticles are successfully assembled if they (1) are inserted into a trap, (2) are not removed
from the trap by capillary doctor blading or by friction with the sliding accumulation zone and (3) withstand displacement and reorientation within the trap
during the ﬁnal solvent drying.

accumulation zone32, and the independence of assembly yield on the
relative orientation of nanotraps and receding contact line for a
sufﬁciently extended accumulation zone30. Our hypothesis is that
only a sufﬁciently extended accumulation zone can host enough
domains of random orientation in its bottom layers, so that at
least one of the domains that crosses a single trap of the substrate
can tightly match the orientation of that very trap.
An entropy-driven phase transition33 orders the thin hard nanorods within the accumulation zone30. The nanorods closest to the
receding contact line orient their main axis parallel to the contact
line across several adjacent rows (Supplementary Fig. 2b). These
extremal nanorods may bias the ﬁlling of narrow aligned traps.
However, under such tight conﬁnement, loss of translational
entropy33 excludes that nanorods rotate to ﬁt into an underlying
trap not parallel to the contact line. The exclusion of nanorod
rotation is consistent with the domain-based trap-ﬁlling mechanism
and curtails the validity of the commonly assumed mechanism34.
The latter mechanism relies exclusively on the downward bending
of the colloidal meniscus induced by contact line pinning34.
Pinning of the receding contact line along solid edges35 transiently
lowers the contact angle. Consequently, the local rate of solvent
evaporation increases36 and the vertical component of the solvent/
vapour interfacial tension pushes the nanoparticles closest to the
contact line onto the recessed traps.
Our experimental observations reveal that such description is
incomplete and groups together a sequence of three distinct stages
that characterize the ﬁlling of each trap. These stages (Fig. 1) need
to be clearly differentiated to maximize assembly yield and
positional accuracy. In the ﬁrst stage, a nanoparticle is inserted
into an unoccupied trap. According to our working hypothesis,
the inserted particle belonged to the accumulation zone, yet it did
not necessarily reside at the very edge of the meniscus. This was
recently observed for spherical microparticles by real-time confocal
imaging31. However, insertion per se does not ensure ultimate occupation of a trap. In the second stage, the inserted particle must
74

withstand a possible removal. Nanoparticle removal from a trap
may be triggered by, in sequence, the shearing action from the
densely packed accumulation zone sliding across the substrate
surface, and the eventual transient pinning of the receding contact
line on the trapped nanoparticle itself. During sliding of the accumulation zone, an inserted particle may be removed and replaced31.
Third, after insertion and resilience, a site-ﬁlling nanoparticle may
be displaced by the evaporation of the residual solvent. The capillary
immersion forces of the drying solvent affect the ﬁnal relative pose
of the nanoparticle(s) within topographical traps26,37.

Enhancing traps through geometry
In the following, we systematically investigate how single-crystal
Au nanorods of a nominal size of 110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm
(Supplementary Fig. 1) are assembled by capillary means into
large arrays of low-wetting traps nanomachined in rigid substrates
to host single nanorods (see Methods and Supplementary Fig. 11).
The capillary assembly of nanoparticles process was run simultaneously over all trap geometries described hereafter: straightedged, funnelled, straight-edged with auxiliary sidewall, and
funnelled with auxiliary sidewall. The impact of the traps’ geometrical features on the alignment precision and assembly yield of the
nanorods—deﬁned as the ratio of the number of traps ﬁlled with
at least one nanorod and the total number of traps—can be interpreted through the sequence of insertion, resilience and drying
stages of the nanorods.
We ﬁrst consider the straight-edged trap (Fig. 2a,b and
Supplementary Fig. 12), where the cross-section is constant across
the entire depth22. Trap widening favours insertion, as evidenced
by Fig. 2c. A low assembly yield of 15% at best was obtained for
traps narrower than 50 nm. This can be explained by the effective
interaction diameter of the nanorods in suspension, which
extends beyond the nominal diameter (40 nm) as a result of
adsorbed surfactant, electric double layers and other boundary
effects38. Independently of trap width, trap depth improves the
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Figure 2 | Comparison of capillary assembly of Au nanorods in straight-edged and funnelled traps. a, A schematic representation of an Au nanorod
assembled in a straight-edged trap. b, Electron micrograph of nominally 110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm Au nanorods assembled in an array of 28-nm-deep
straight-edged traps. c, Typical assembly yield versus trap width for straight-edged traps of depth smaller (35 nm), commensurate (45 nm) and larger
(60 nm) than the nanorods’ nominal diameter and with their main axis parallel to the receding contact line. d, Dependence of assembly yield on trap depth
and trap orientation relative to the receding contact line for 60-nm-wide traps. e, Trimodal distribution of assembled nanorods relative to the trap’s main axis
for 28-nm-deep traps. Local details of solvent drying in the low-wetting traps cause the adhesion to the closest topographical feature of misaligned nanorods
(see insets). The angular dispersion of the off-axis nanorods reﬂects their length polydispersity. f, A schematic representation of an Au nanorod assembled in
a funnelled trap. g,h, Electron micrograph (g) and angular distribution of nominally 110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm Au nanorods assembled in an array of funnelled
traps with 30-nm-wide bottom trench; the interquartile range is 1.07° (h). i–k, Comparison of assembly yield versus trap width for shallow (28 nm) and deep
(100 nm) straight-edged traps and for the funnelled trap (error bars indicate 2 standard deviations around the mean value for each data point). More than
one nanorod is assembled in the deep straight-edged traps, while this does not occur in funnelled traps with the same total depth.

assembly yield by providing a higher barrier against removal
(Fig. 2c,d). For shallow traps of equal in-plane cross-section, the
dependence of assembly yield on trap orientation with respect to
the contact line (Fig. 2d) can also be attributed to the resistance
against nanorod removal. Considering the removal mechanics of
an inserted nanorod pivoting on the rear trap sidewall, nanorods
lying in traps parallel to the receding contact line experience

larger shearing and capillary traction, but their corresponding
lever arm is also much smaller than that of nanorods resting in
traps perpendicular to the contact line. This results in a smaller
torque and thus a higher resistance against removal. Moreover, sufﬁciently deep traps are rather insensitive to the orientation with
respect to the contact line (Fig. 2d). Capillary immersion forces
between particles and sidewalls26,37 induce a trimodal angular
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Figure 3 | Geometry and parametric assembly yield performance of the straight-edged trap with single auxiliary sidewall. a, Schematic representation
of an Au nanorod assembled in a trap with straight-edged cross-section decorated by a single auxiliary HSQ sidewall. b, Electron micrograph of nominally
110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm Au nanorods assembled in an array of traps of this type. c, Histogram of angular distribution of single nanorods assembled in
60-nm-wide traps featuring an HSQ sidewall on the pinning edge of the trap. d–f, Comparison of assembly yield versus trap width for equal-sized traps of
varying orientation and position of the auxiliary sidewall. Insets show the assembly of single nanorods in the respective traps. Error bars indicate 2 standard
deviations around the mean value for each data point.

distribution for the nanorods assembled in our traps (Fig. 2b,e).
More generally, nanorods assembled into straight-edged traps of
width tightly accommodating the effective nanorod diameter in solution end up only loosely conﬁned after drying, because of their
reduced interaction diameter in the dry state. This inherent issue
limits the placement accuracy achieved to date by using straightedged traps. On the other hand, sidewall-biased solvent evaporation
can be exploited for predictable post-insertion orientation of nanorods within traps, as discussed below.
Hence, we designed and nanofabricated a three-dimensional trap
geometry whereby a recessed funnel decorates the upper section of a
straight-edged trap (Fig. 2f,g, and Supplementary Figs 4 and 13).
The addition of the funnel enlarges the effective acceptance area
for sliding nanorods and thus signiﬁcantly increases the particle
capture probability; moreover, the funnel precisely sequesters the
inserted nanorod within a vertically tapered well. A bottom trench
narrower than the effective particle diameter mechanically locks
the nanorod during solvent evaporation precisely at the centre of
the trap. This results in the nanorod being more tightly conﬁned
than in a straight-edged trap and counteracts nanoparticle
removal by lowering its standing height (the comparison between
trench-less funnelled and straight-edged traps of equal depth is provided in the Supplementary Information and Supplementary Fig. 5).
The advantages of these features are reﬂected by the remarkable trapping performance. Assembly yield enhanced from 15% without the
funnel to 98% in the case of 50-nm-wide funnelled traps parallel to
the contact line, and from a negligible value it reached 83% in the
case of 30-nm-wide funnelled traps. This is accompanied by extremely
precise axial placement and particle orientation. Figure 2h illustrates
the small dispersion (interquartile range of 1.07°) in the angular distribution of single nanorods achieved in the 30-nm-wide funnelled
traps. Funnelled traps show improved single-nanorod assembly yield
76

compared with straight-edged traps for all tested trap widths and for
all orientations of the traps relative to the receding contact line
(Fig. 2i–k). The narrowest funnelled traps (30- and 40-nm-wide)
provide ultimate positioning of the nanorods (Fig. 2g,h). Yet their
absolute assembly yield is suboptimal (Fig. 2i–k) and shows that
these traps are still prone to nanoparticle removal when they lie
non-parallel to the receding contact line.
To further enhance the assembly performance through a more
effective counteraction of nanoparticle removal, we placed an
additional vertical barrier along a single edge of the traps. We
speciﬁcally studied the effect of an auxiliary 30-nm-thick hydrogen
silsesquioxane (HSQ) sidewall lithographically deﬁned within 10 nm
of a trap edge. When applied to a 28-nm-deep straight-edged
trap (Fig. 3a,b, and Supplementary Figs 6a and 14), the auxiliary
sidewall breaks the in-plane symmetry of the trap and biases the
post-insertion solvent evaporation from the recessed trap. The
spatial bias extends to capillary immersion forces, which consequently
promote the displacement of the nanorod and its predictable adhesion
to the decorated sidewall of the trap. These effects signiﬁcantly
improve accuracy and repeatability of nanorods’ alignment. A very
narrow monomodal angular distribution (interquartile range of
2.04°) is measured even for the widest cross-sections (Fig. 3c). The
results in this case clearly evidence a superior assembly performance
for traps with auxiliary sidewall on their pinning side (Fig. 3d–f).
The highest assembly yield was obtained with funnelled traps featuring the auxiliary sidewall either on the ﬁrst (pinning) or second
(trailing) trap edge crossed by the receding contact line (Fig. 4a–c
and Supplementary Fig. 15). In the former case, the unpinning of
the receding contact line starts from a higher position, hence capillary gripping of an inserted nanoparticle is signiﬁcantly inhibited.
In the latter, the vertical barrier opposing the removal of the nanoparticle is elongated. The funnelled trap with auxiliary sidewall
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Figure 4 | Geometry and parametric assembly yield performance of the funnelled trap with single auxiliary sidewall. a, Schematic representation of an
Au nanorod assembled in a trap with a funnelled cross-section and auxiliary sidewall. b, Electron micrograph of nominally 110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm Au
nanorods assembled in an array of traps of this type. c, Atomic force microscope image and corresponding linescan of a single Au nanorod assembled inside
a funnelled trap decorated by an HSQ auxiliary sidewall. d–f, Comparison of assembly yield versus trap width measured for 4,800 equal-sized funnelled traps
of each indicated type for varying trap orientation and position of the auxiliary sidewall. Insets show the assembly of single nanorods in the respective traps.
Error bars indicate 2 standard deviations around the mean value for each data point.

delivers the best performance, as it efﬁciently exploits the mechanics
of all the distinct stages of the capillary assembly of nanoparticles—
namely, nanoparticle insertion into the trap, resilience against
removal, and ﬁnal positioning by biased evaporation—to provide
up to 100% assembly yield and positional control for all relative
trap orientations (Fig. 4d–f ). Moreover, this performance is unaffected by overcrowding, since the single auxiliary sidewall allows
excess nanoparticles to be dragged away from the trap by the
sliding colloidal meniscus.
The predictable positional effects of the single auxiliary barrier
can additionally be tailored to deterministically impose the longitudinal placement of nanorods along the main trap axis. This is
demonstrated by single nanorods assembling within pairs of
identical traps separated by a middle spacer, whose width can be
lithographically predeﬁned down to 5 nm according to needs
(Supplementary Fig. 6b,c). Spatial proximity induces capillary coupling between adjacent traps, so that biased solvent evaporation
makes the nanorods systematically adhere to the interposing
spacer (Fig. 5a). Such deterministic positional control allows for
the engineering of traps for spatially programmable arrangement
of nanorod dimers with inner controllable nanogaps, an important
feature of plasmonic systems12. Our approach combines nanometrelevel gap tuning through the length of surfactant adsorbed on the
nanorods with the ﬂexibility and larger spatial range achievable
through lithographic methods over centimetre-scale areas.

STEM-EELS characterization
Nanorod dimers separated by preset gaps are prototypical examples
of the opportunities opened by our insights into capillary assembly
of nanoparticles for the fabrication of plasmonic structures (Fig. 5a).

The optical antennas are effectively composed of single-crystal
arms, free of lossy adhesion layers39 and offer a large accessible
surface40. The smallest interparticle separation obtained in our
assembled dimers measures less than 2 nm when mediated by collapsed surfactant layers, whereas a controlled oxygen plasma treatment enables the fusion of the facing nanorods into single
structures connected by a narrow bridge (Fig. 5b). While
nanometric interparticle gaps provide ultimate enhancement of
the optical near-ﬁeld41 along with appropriate platforms for the
investigation of nonlocal effects42,43, these structures also offer
extremely limited optical volumes and low stability against postprocessing44,45. Metal-enhanced ﬂuorescence is a typical example
where optimal performance is obtained at interparticle distances
of multiple nanometres where near-ﬁeld enhancement and nonradiative decay processes occurring in the vicinity of the metal
surface must be balanced46. Using electron energy-loss spectroscopy
in a scanning transmission electron microscope (STEM-EELS) we
demonstrate the effective tunability of our plasmonic dimers
where interparticle distance is varied to speciﬁcally engineer large
modiﬁcations in resonance wavelengths, near-ﬁeld intensities and
mode volumes to suit various target applications. We speciﬁcally
studied the plasmonic response of dimer nanoantennas assembled
onto thin silicon nitride membranes (see Methods), as presented
in Fig. 5c–f. The trap geometry with straight edges and single auxiliary sidewall is best suited for the TEM measurements since it minimizes the substrate thickness under the nanorod dimers, thus
enabling high-resolution imaging and spectral measurements with
high signal-to-noise ratio. When compared with other near-ﬁeld
techniques such as scanning near-ﬁeld optical microscopy,
STEM-EELS is ideal for characterizing our structures as it allows
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Figure 5 | Spectral response of spatially programmed Au nanorod dimers. a,b, Scanning electron micrographs at 45° tilt view of Au nanorod dimers
assembled within adjacent traps separated by an HSQ spacer (a). The interparticle gap is deterministically controlled by the width of the spacer, as shown in
b, where secondary detector images show Au nanorods (top row) and in-lens images show Au nanorods, HSQ spacer and trap edges (bottom row).
c–f, Systematic study of the plasmonic mode coupling in nanorod dimers with programmed interparticle gap via scanning transmission electron microscopy
electron energy-loss spectroscopy (STEM-EELS). The spectral position of the higher-energy anti-bonding non-radiative mode best sampled in the gap region
of the STEM-EELS maps is deﬁned mainly by the nanorod aspect ratio and is relatively insensitive to interparticle distance. The bonding mode, sampled at
the dimer side, undergoes strong redshift with reduced gap width. The mode splitting evolves from 0.11 eV in the weakly coupled system at 38 nm gap (c) to
0.22 eV at 23 nm gap (d) and ultimately to 0.5 eV for a 1 nm gap deﬁned by the collapsed CTAB moieties (e). As the nanorod dimer is fused following
oxygen plasma treatment and thermal annealing, the dipole mode corresponding to a charge-transfer plasmon redshifts further at 0.85 eV in the near-infrared (f).
EELS maps binned over 0.1–0.14 eV, as greyed out in the spectrum, and normalized by the intensity of the zero-loss peak. EELS maps and corresponding simulated
charge distributions at the observed mode conﬁrm the controlled near-ﬁeld tuning. |σ q |max is the maximal charge density for each structure.

for simultaneous morphological imaging and spectral measurements. Aberration-corrected and monochromated electron microscopes have the capability to span a spectral range extending from
the ultraviolet to the infrared band while spatially resolving both
the electromagnetic resonances of plasmonic nanostructures and
imaging antenna geometries at the subnanometre level47,48. Tunable
78

plasmonic coupling is evidenced here by the energy splitting of
the bonding and anti-bonding longitudinal modes supported by
the antennas. For weakly coupled systems, such as the one shown
in Fig. 5c with a gap of 38 nm between the nanorods, the corresponding bonding and anti-bonding plasmonic modes overlap
signiﬁcantly as they are observed at 1.58 and 1.69 eV, respectively.
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Figure 6 | Examples of two-dimensional patterns of Au nanorods fabricated by topographically templated capillary assembly. This collection of SEM
micrographs includes the 26 characters of the Latin alphabet (A–Z) and the Arabic numeral characters (0–9) (left panel), several clusters and geometries
(central panel), and lattices of various symmetry and fragments of a Hilbert curve (right panel). These complex motifs were implemented in funnelled
traps with arbitrary orientations with respect to the receding contact line. All assemblies were obtained through single runs of nanorod deposition.
All scale bars, 250 nm.

Since STEM-EELS is unable to reveal plasmonic modes at locations
where the induced electric ﬁeld is perpendicular to the velocity
vector of the impinging electron beam49, this method is blind to
some of the electromagnetic hotspots resulting from the interactions
between the nanoparticles. On the other hand, the plasmonic modes
are evidenced by the high energy-loss probability at the edges and
centre of the dimers observed in the near-ﬁeld EELS maps plotted
at the respective resonant energies of the bonding and antibonding modes. This behaviour is well observed in the antennas
with gaps of 23 nm (Fig. 5d) and 1 nm (Fig. 5e), where the energy
loss is gradually localized at the expected locations for both
modes. Electron energy-loss and scattering simulations based on a
surface integral equations method50 are in excellent agreement
with our experimental data (see Supplementary Information and
Supplementary Figs 8 and 9). The simulations conﬁrm the controlled coupling of the plasmonic modes in the dimer nanoantennas
and reveal similar gradual energy splitting from 0.11 eV at 38 nm
gap to 0.5 eV in the strong coupling regime (1 nm gap)
(Supplementary Fig. 8). By performing geometrically accurate simulations of the charge distributions associated with the nanostructure
eigenmodes, we further conﬁrm the physical nature of the
observed modes and extract the related near-ﬁeld distributions
(Supplementary Fig. 10). Upon oxygen plasma treatment, the
adsorbed collapsed surfactant is removed and dimers initially separated by the surfactant are controllably fused (Fig. 5f ). In this bridged
dimer case, the anti-bonding mode remains at a similar energy while
the bonding mode follows a charge transfer plasmon behaviour and
is further redshifted to the short-wavelength infrared42. Although
weakening the bonding-mode gap enhancement, the narrow
bridge enables convenient engineering of antennas resonant at
longer infrared wavelengths with compact footprints.

Conclusions
We have shown how speciﬁc topographic patterning of solid
substrates can fully determine the capillary assembly of Au

nanorods with ∼1 nm resolution. Such spatial accuracy has been
achieved by a detailed understanding of the sequential stages of
the capillary assembly dynamics and a systematic analysis of the
assembly yields. STEM-EELS studies have conﬁrmed the functionality of the assembled strongly coupled plasmonic antennas. The
main limitation of this method for the fabrication of complex multimeric nanostructures currently lies in the polydispersity of the colloidal solution. Finally, we note that our method is largely
independent of substrate and nanoparticle composition, as it can
be extended to arbitrary surface patterns (Fig. 6) and to out-ofplane orientation as well as to other types of nanoparticle, such as
Ag nanocubes (Supplementary Fig. 16). Consequently, capillary
assembly of nanoparticles may be competitive with DNA-mediated
nanoparticle assembly for the fabrication of plasmonic21, nanoelectronic28, optoelectronic6 and other functional nanodevices29 that
harness the unique properties of nanoparticle assemblies because
of its simplicity, lithographic accuracy and scalability to
large substrates.

Methods
Methods and any associated references are available in the online
version of the paper.
Received 18 February 2016; accepted 17 August 2016;
published online 3 October 2016
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Methods

Nanoparticle preparation. Suspensions of nominally 110 nm × 40 nm × 40 nm Au
nanorods stabilized with an adsorbed monolayer of cetyl trimethylammonium
bromide (CTAB) were purchased from Nanopartz (USA) at a concentration of
2.64 × 1010 ml–1. 500 µl of the as-purchased nanorod suspension were centrifuged
twice for 10 min at 5,000 rpm in 2 ml of CTAB solution at its critical micelle
concentration (CMC, 0.9 mM) to increase the concentration of the nanorods (up to
2.54 × 1010 ml–1) and control the supernatant properties. Fifty microlitres of the
resulting concentrated solution was sonicated for 5 min and used in assembly
experiments immediately after preparation. The thickness of the adsorbed CTAB
monolayer (3 nm) extends the effective interaction radius of the suspended
nanorods beyond their nominal diameter. The CTAB monolayers still allow for gaps
narrower than 2 nm between adjacent nanorods in the ﬁnal structures due to
collapse upon drying. Post-assembly measurements of the size distribution of
Au nanorods from SEM imaging are shown in Supplementary Fig. 1.
The Ag nanocubes shown in Supplementary Fig. 15 had nominal edge length of
100 nm (Nanocomposix, Czech Republic) and were prepared following a similar
procedure as for the nanorods.
Template fabrication. The topographical templates were fabricated on silicon
wafers (100 mm diameter, prime grade) and silicon nitride membranes (low-stress
low-pressure chemical vapour deposition) by means of multiple aligned steps of
electron-beam lithography (VISTEC EBPG5000+, 100 kV) and dry etching. This
allowed the capillary assembly of the Au nanorods to be performed under
comparable conditions on traps with different geometric proﬁles, orientations,
depths and pitch simultaneously. The trap types were organized into parallel arrays
periodically repeated along the direction swept by the colloidal meniscus, spanning a
5 × 5 mm2 surface of the 17 × 17 mm2 substrates. After completion of the process,
4,800 traps of each trap type with varying width and orientation were analysed to
extract statistics on assembly yield and positioning accuracy.
All apertures were deﬁned using ZEP-520A resist developed at room temperature
for 60 s in n-amyl acetate and rinsed in methyl isobutyl ketone/isopropyl alcohol (9:1)
for 60 s before being blow dried with a nitrogen gun. The samples were subsequently
dry etched with Cl2- (STS Multiplex ICP) or C4F6-based chemistries (Alcatel 601E) to
pattern silicon and silicon nitride substrates, respectively. The funnel proﬁle was
obtained by exploiting resist faceting during Cl2-based inductively coupled plasma
reactive ion etching of silicon. Using 150-nm-thick layers of resist (ZEP 520-A 50% in
anisole, 2,500 rpm), the faceted resist proﬁle was transferred to the underlying
substrate. All auxiliary sidewalls were patterned in hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ)
(XR-1541-002 and XR-1541-004) with thickness between 30 and 40 nm and aligned
to the previously etched layer with accuracies better than 10 nm. The HSQ was either
used as functional material or transferred to the underlying layer by dry etching. The
substrates then were mechanically diced, surface-activated by exposure to oxygen
plasma (Tepla Gigabatch, 1,000 W, 5 min, 500 s.c.c.m. O2 , where s.c.c.m. is standard
cubic centimetres per minute), and ﬁnally rendered hydrophobic by vapour-phase
absorption of 1H,1H,2H,2H-perﬂuorodecyltrichlorosilane (Aldrich) under vacuum
for 1 h. The wettability of the substrates was characterized through static contact angle
measurements by the sessile drop method before experiments, obtaining values in
excess of 110° for water and 63° for CTAB solution at its CMC at room temperature.
The low-stress, silicon-rich nitride membranes used for the STEM-EELS study
were processed following similar procedures and further released by backside dry
etching (AMS200 Bosch process) and wet etching (KOH 40%).
Nanoparticle assembly. The assembly process was carried out under an upright
microscope (Zeiss Axio Scope A1) using a home-built set-up. The set-up controlled the
motion of the topographical template relative to a transparent glass coverslip, which was
held ﬁxed on top of the template. A controlled volume of nanoparticle solution
(50–100 µl) was injected between the template and the glass coverslip separated by a
vertical gap of 500 µm. The glass coverslip was rendered hydrophobic using the same
silanization procedure used to chemically condition the substrate, described in the
previous section. A Peltier element was used to set the temperature of the substrate to
control the rate of solvent evaporation and the accumulation of nanoparticles at the
receding contact line of the meniscus. The Peltier element was combined with a vacuum
stage and placed under the substrate. The substrate temperature was typically set 30 °C
above the dew point and regulated by means of a proportional-integral-derivative
controller. The substrate was set in motion through a motorized axis (PI Micos,
PLS-85). The process was monitored optically in real time with the upright optical
microscope under dark-ﬁeld and cross-polarized mode, along with a side-view camera
recording the dynamic receding contact angle of the conﬁned meniscus on the
template. The receding contact angle measured 80° at the beginning of the experiments
and reached 50° when steady-state nanoparticle accumulation was reached.
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The sliding speed was tailored to form a sufﬁciently dense accumulation zone,
avoid unselective nanoparticles unloading onto the substrate, and minimize
processing duration. A too high sliding speed can generate a strong recirculation
ﬂow within the colloidal meniscus that may ultimately hinder dense nanoparticle
accumulation in proximity of the receding contact line. A speed of ∼2 µm s–1
provided the best assembly results onto sparse arrays of monomeric and dimeric
traps. Dense and more articulated trap arrays induce more pronounced pinning–
unpinning dynamics of the receding contact line, and in this case a speed between
1 and 1.4 µm s–1 provided the highest assembly yields. The capillary assembly of
nanoparticles was in all instances preceded by a conditioning phase, whereby the
colloidal meniscus is dragged across a non-patterned area of the pre-heated substrate
for up to 20 min to achieve steady evaporative and ﬂow conditions and stable
nanoparticle accumulation prior to crossing over the nanopatterned traps. A full
assembly run was typically completed in about 1 h.
Assembly yield and angular analysis. We deﬁne the assembly yield as the ratio of
the number of traps ﬁlled with at least one nanorod and the total number of traps
(designed to host a single nanorod) in the given array. Non-selective deposition of
the nanords outside the traps was observed in extremely rare cases; these events were
checked and not accounted for in the total yield. It should additionally be noted that
straight-edged traps of 60 or 70 nm width and depth of 100 nm, as well as funnelled
traps of similar width, exhibited assembly yield close to 100%, but this result
includes in some cases the capture of multiple nanorods into the single traps, which
are therefore not of interest for our work targeting fully controlled structures.
During the capillary assembly experiments, the receding contact line of the
colloidal meniscus crossed simultaneously groups of arrays of traps spanning a wide
region of the parameter space. The traps differed in relative orientation (0°, 45°, 90°)
with respect to the direction of the receding contact line, width (from 30 to 70 nm in
steps of 10 nm), depth (28 or 100 nm), funnelled versus straight-edged proﬁle, and
decoration with single HSQ auxiliary sidewall (either no HSQ sidewall, sidewall on
the trailing edge or on the pinning edge). A total of 135 arrays, each containing
1,600 traps, composed a single group of traps, and the groups were iterated along
lines parallel to the direction of meniscus motion, cumulatively covering an area of
5 × 5 mm2. Several of these lines were analysed after CAN and, for each combination
of trap features, the full statistics on assembly data were extracted from image
analysis of at least 3 groups of 135 arrays (>640,000 traps) that were crossed by
the accumulation zone after its steady state was enforced.
In the corresponding plots (Figs 2– 4), data points represent mean values and
error bars correspond to the standard deviation of the assembly yield. Interquartile
range was used to quantify the dispersion in the orientation relative to the main trap
axis of the assembled nanorods, given the observed skewedness of the corresponding
angular distributions. Images for the analysis of nanorods’ assembly yield and
angular orientation were acquired by a scanning electron microscope (Zeiss Merlin)
at 20 kV and 5 nA probe current using the secondary electron detector to provide
material contrast sufﬁcient to distinguish the Au nanorods from the substrate and
trap topography. Assembly yield images were recorded with a resolution of 4 nm per
pixel and angular distribution images at 1 nm per pixel. ImageJ software and a
custom Matlab toolbox were used for image post-processing. The bottom
monolayers of the accumulation zone (Supplementary Figs 2 and 3) were imaged by
SEM at 1 kV, 70 pA and analysed following a similar procedure. The stripping from
the template of the accumulation zone produced during CAN (Supplementary
Fig. 3) was carried out after complete drying of the nanorods by casting a drop of
ultraviolet (UV) curable polymer (OrmoComp Microresist GMBH) between the
substrate and a glass coverslip. After UV curing, the coverslip was separated from the
assembly template revealing the nanorod layers previously in direct contact with the
surface of the template.
EELS measurements. STEM-EELS maps were acquired using a FEI Titan Themis
60-300 equipped with a Wien-type monochromator and a Gatan GIF Quantum ERS
spectrometer. A 300 keV incident electron beam was used for all experiments,
monochromated to give an energy spread of ∼110 meV full width at half maximum
in the zero-loss peak of elastically scattered electrons, and with beam currents of
∼150–230 pA. A 17 mrad convergence semi-angle of the probe and a 22 mrad
collection semi-angle on the spectrometer were used, with the probe having a mean
diameter of <1 nm for full width at tenth of maximum in incident intensity.
Mapping was performed using the ‘ultrafast’ spectrum imaging mode with typical
dwell times of 0.25–0.5 ms per pixel, and with the probe rastered in X, Y step sizes of
0.5–0.6 nm for a total of >105 pixels per map. Each map was treated with the HQ
Dark Correction plugin to reduce noise associated with dark current subtraction.
Using this approach, the resultant plasmon maps have excellent spatial statistics
when considering the inherently delocalized nature of this type of excitation.
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